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Our
Introduction
USDTree is a digital asset with a unique blend of growth and 
rewards: it provides an automated 6% USDT payout to 
holders and integrates with a AAA-quality FPS game. Along 
with other activities, this enhances the token's economy 
through buy/sell actions, further boosting USDT rewards.    

Serving as the core of the USDTree ecosystem, the token 
helps facilitate gamified online engagement and commerce. 
It acts as a medium for unlocking diverse experiences in an 
expansive gaming matrix. This whitepaper provides a 
comprehensive overview of the USDTree ecosystem, its 
mechanics, vision, and future trajectory.



The Gaming 
Matrix
The Gaming Matrix is a multifaceted virtual 
environment incorporating games like Murk & 
Pinball, social spaces, & marketplaces. It operates 
under unique economic & rule-based frameworks, 
offering diverse experiences for users & developers. 
The space is designed for scalable expansion, 
enabling creative & commercial interactions.

Token 
Ecosystem
The USDTree ecosystem is a cohesive network of 
digital experiences, activities, and utilities, all built 
around the USDTree token. This section outlines the 
various components that make up the ecosystem, 
their interconnectivity, & the features that make 
USDTree a compelling project.



USDTree:
Beyond Just Rewards
The USDTree token is the foundational core token of the ecosystem. It functions as both a currency and a utility token, facilitating 
transactions, granting access to specific features, and more. USDTree isn't just a rewards token; it's a multifaceted asset that 
integrates FPS gaming transactions and NFT microtransactions to offer perpetual rewards for holders. This blend of crypto, 
rewards, NFTs, and gaming creates a potent product with vast potential. Whether it's entering tournaments, claiming prizes, or 
engaging in in-game NFT transactions, these tokens are your ticket to a rewarding experience. Abundant buys and sells on the 
chart mean that holding tokens yields consistent rewards.
 

But rewards aren't just for token holders. Our Tournament Play System offers enticing prizes for gamers, making the ecosystem 
accessible and rewarding for all.
 



Here's how to dive into 
the action:
 

Head over to epicgames.com and download the 
launcher.

Open the launcher, click on "Store," and search for 
"MURK."

Download and install the game, then launch it to 
arrive at the login screen.

Create an account and connect your wallet using 
WalletConnect2.
 

The main menu allows you to choose your map 
and enter a lobby. To join, pay the required 
amount of tokens, which are verified before you 
can proceed.

Play and Score: Engage in standard FPS gameplay. 
At the end, see your scores and decide if you want 
to play again. Leaderboards can reset at various 
intervals, offering multiple competition types.
 



USDTrain
USDTrain connects all major hubs in the Matrix. It will be free to board if you wish to utilize the arcade for a standard bet fee on each 
game, or board the train and pay a tiny fee (something like 1/10 or 1/20 of the arcade fee) to utilize fast travel. All game-generated 
buy/sell actions contribute to rewards for token holders, helping sustain the ecosystem.
 



Murk
MURK FPS will be the focal point of our gaming ecosystem 
at the outset. Matchmaking will be available for solos and 
teams. Players will pay their entrance fee and their tokens 
will be held in the vault until either the match ends or the 
tournament timer expires. This may be an instant payout 
to those playing a one-off match or a payout after a day, 
week, month, etc depending upon the length of the 
tournament.  

Murk funds will be held in the vault until payout, and 
payout to players will be proportioned based on finishing 
place as is the norm with most tournament style events. 1v1 
matches will be winner takes all, team matches will also be 
winner takes all and prizes will be split proportionally 
amongst the winning teams players based on in-game 
scoring metrics. Any other random matchmaker event 
payouts will be based on the in-game scoring metrics 
payout structure.



MURK FPS will be the focal point of 
the ecosystem in the early stages. 
Once we begin to build out the 
Gaming Matrix, MURK FPS will 
remain an integral revenue stream 
along with the many other games 
we will add to the Matrix in the 
future.
 

The majority of MURK FPS revenue 
will go back to the players with a 
small share of the proceeds being 
fed to server cost/maintenance 
and development.
 

A 2nd revenue stream tied to MURK 
FPS will be the perpetual Looter 
Mint. This mint will offer a variety of 
loot drops such as, but not limited 
to, Rooter/Shooter skins, weapon 
attachments, weapon/class stat 
boosts, and super rare limited 
mints of extraordinary gear.
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Pinball
USDTrain Pinball will be an additional revenue stream at the outset. It will have a similar tournament structure to that of MURK FPS 
with a live tournament board for daily, weekly, and monthly player payouts at the start. Tournament duration will be determined 
by use and community needs. The majority of USDTrain Pinball revenue will go back to the players with a share of the proceeds 
being fed to the revenue share for the USDTrain NFTs. Additional arcade style mini games will be added to the USDTrain Gaming 
Car as we evolve and this will also feed the NFTs holder’s revenue share.
 



Token
Allocations

70%
SUPPLY

20%
STAKING

10%
FUTURE

Total Supply 1,000,000,000

30% locked on launch

20% allocated to staking and ecosystem needs

10% reserved for future needs

No Team Tokens



Current Tax
Distribution 12%

6%
REWARDS

4%
MARKETING

2%
LP

Buy Sell Tax
4% allocated for Marketing/Prizes
 
6% allocated for USDT Rewards
 

2% allocated for Liquidity Pool (LP)
 



Final Tax
Distribution 7%

6%
REWARDS 1%

LP

Buy Sell Tax
1% allocated for LP
 

Contract address:

0x3958cAe7360ce2510d70e4c39715af00Cfc98F9b
 

6% allocated for Rewards
 

Note: The final tax structure may be 
adjusted slightly toward LP if needed.
 



Blockchain 
Integration & 
Gaming  
Ecosystem
One of the cornerstones of our platform is the full 
integration of blockchain technology, paving the way for 
an autonomous, self-sufficient gaming and rewards 
ecosystem. This integration encompasses all major 
aspects of our gaming environment, including but not 
limited to game fees, payouts, and Non-Fungible Tokens 
(NFTs). Our leaderboards will also be blockchain-enabled, 
ensuring transparency and tamper-proof records.
 



Native Integration with Unreal 
Engine 5 (UE5)
 
Our platform is empowered by Unreal Engine 5, which provides native blockchain integration capabilities. This advanced feature 
set includes the ability to construct and dispatch blockchain transactions directly from within the engine. Furthermore, UE5 
enables seamless communication with smart contracts. This eliminates the need for any external applications or APIs, as all 
required functionalities can be packaged directly with the game.



The USDTree ecosystem operates on BSC network ensuring transparency, security, and scalability. This platform supports the 
functionalities of the USDTree token, as well as the various applications and games within the ecosystem.
 
 



Partnerships  
and DApps
 
The USDTree Reward Claim DApp is a significant 
component of the ecosystem, offering one of the highest 
paying rewards on the BSC (Binance Smart Chain) 
network with 6% rewards in USDT per transaction. The 
DApp is designed for ease of use, allowing users to claim 
their rewards without navigating BscScan or engaging in 
additional token transactions. Users simply connect their 
wallets and click the claim button when rewards are 
available. The DApp is part of SenseiToken, a multi-
reward utility project on the Binance Smart Chain, giving 
users the option to pick their rewards from over 30 
different projects.   

For more information, visit https://dapp.senseitoken.net/
 



USDTree

Security  
     Measures
Audits will occur at a later date as there will be various 
contracts supporting the ecosystem which will need to 
be checked for security vulnerabilities prior to scaling 
the user base.



Phase 01 : Planting the Seeds Phase 02 : Nurturing the Sapling
 

Roadmap



Phase 03 : Strengthening the Trunk
  Phase 04 : Branching Out
 
 

Roadmap



Player & Holder Outreach:

Shooter NFTs:

Continued AMA Tour:
 

Phase 05 
 

Full BSC Integration:

Looter NFTs:

X’s Tournament Play: 

Phase 06 
 

Gaming Community 
Outreach:

Gaming Matrix Release:

Treehouse Integration:
 

Phase 07 
 Mid Term:  
Focus on the Invisible Tree
 



Pursue Token 
Listings
 

Build Out Gaming 
Matrix

Phase 08

Ecosystem Stability & 
Additional Revenue 
Streams 

Phase 09

Phase 10
Long Term:
Focus on the Forest
 



Governance  
& Community 
Involvement
 
The USDTree project places a strong emphasis on active 
community involvement. With a thriving community of 
crypto enthusiasts, USDTree regularly hosts community 
competitions, especially during Phases 1 and 2, to 
engage members and offer rewards. In addition to this, 
the project maintains an active social media presence 
on platforms like X (Twitter), where community 
members can participate in marketing initiatives to 
contribute to the project's growth.
 
 



How to Buy USDTree Token

Create a Wallet

Fund with BNB

Access PancakeSwap

Make the Swap



A share of game revenue.

Unlimited access to member areas.

Up to 3x game winnings boost.

Character class stat enhancements.

Subtle weapon and elemental boosts.
 

Weapon-specific stat boosts.

Access to special, unique weapons 
and attachments.
 

Augmented weapon and class stats.

Customization with skins and accessories.

Special edition and Holiday perks.

Our NFTs will be available on reputable 
platforms like Tofu, NFTrade, and Opensea. 
Initial trading on Tofu and NFTrade, with a 
dedicated marketplace on usdtree.info 
soon after.
 

Rooters Shooters Looters
NFTs (mint completed) Limited to 
229, these NFTs offer:
 

NFTs (coming soon!) this collection 
provides:
 

NFTs (perpetually minting) these 
NFTs include:
 

NFT Collection & Marketplace



Referral Rewards
 

With our Tournament Play Referral Program, you can earn big while helping us grow.

 

1-4 Referrals:
5-9 Referrals:
10+ Referrals:
Cap:

 Earn 100k USDTree tokens per referral.

 Bump it up to 150k per referral.

 Enjoy 200k per referral.


 A maximum of 100 referrals, because there's such a thing as too much of a good thing!
 

For those who are further invested in the USDTree ecosystem through NFT ownership, the rewards are even more compelling. 
Holding an NFT not only signifies your deeper engagement with our community but also unlocks a higher tier of referral 
rewards, making each of your referrals more valuable.



Referral Rewards
 

Member Account: The person you're referring, should create a member account by clicking the login button on 
our website. The referred person can easily sign up using Google. To qualify, the referred individual must buy 
0.15 BNB worth of USDTree tokens. Have the referred person send their transaction hash to our site admin via 
chat for verification.

Once these steps are completed, your referral is qualified, and you'll both gain access to exclusive member 
benefits on our website. Please note: all referral rewards are paid out in USDTree tokens and your referrals need 
to sign up for a Member’s Account for you to get paid.
 

Holders

What Qualifies as a Referral: Get Your Friends on Board

1-4 Referrals: 
5-9 Referrals: 
10+ Referrals: 
Cap: 

Start with 200k USDTree tokens per referral.

That's 300k per referral.

A whopping 400k per referral.


Max out at 50 referrals.
 



 Regulatory Actions: In many jurisdictions, the regulatory status of cryptocurrencies is unclear. Virtual currency regulation has evolved 
into the main focus of legislation in all significant nations worldwide. It is impossible to foresee how, when, or even if regulatory bodies 
would use current regulations in relation to such technology and its applications or whether they will ever do so. As a result, for token 
sales, the sale strategy may be continuously altered to minimize any pertinent legal issues.

 Inadequate disclosure of information: The USDTree ecosystem is still in its early stages of development, and as such, its design 
principles, consensus methods, algorithms, codes, and other technical aspects and parameters may be regularly and continuously 
revised. Although the most recent information about the USDTree ecosystem is contained in this white paper, it is not entirely complete 
and may occasionally be modified and updated by the USDTree team. Insufficient information sharing is inevitable and appropriate 
since the USDTree team is unable and under no duty to inform holders of USDTree of every detail (including development status and 
anticipated milestones) on the initiative to establish the USDTree ecosystem.

Risks & Disclaimers



Risks & Disclaimers

 Other risks: Additionally, the potential hazards that were briefly discussed above are not all-inclusive; there are still other risks 

associated with buying, holding, and using USDTree, including some that the Company or the Team cannot foresee. These could also 

manifest in the form of unexpected variations or combinations of the aforementioned dangers. Prior to purchasing USDTree, you should 

perform thorough due diligence on USDTree, the Gaming Matrix, their respective affiliates, and the USDTree staff. You should also be 

aware of the USDTree Gaming Ecosystem's overall structure, objective, and vision.



Conclusion 
 

Summary
 
and 
 


